Sean Keel §0 Introduction and statement of results.
E(L) can have bad singularities, e.g. it is frequently reducible, so one would like to pass to a desingularisation. An immediate corollary of (0.1) is: 0.3 Corollary. Let L be a nef line bundle on a scheme X projective over the algebraic closure of a finite field. Then L is semi-ample iff the restriction of L to the normalisation of the exceptional locus is semi-ample and L-equivalence is bounded.
(0.3) has applications to M g,n .
Corollary. Characteristic p > 2. Let L be a nef line bundle on M g,n . L is semi-ample iff L-equivalence is bounded, and r * (L) is semi-ample, for r : M 0,2g+n → M g,n the natural finite map whose image is the locus of curves with only rational components.
The boundedness condition is a kind of combinatorial question. I expect it always holds, see (0.6), and can show it does in many cases. A precise statement requires some notation:
For a subset S ⊂ N := {1, 2, 3, . . . , n} π S : M g,N → M g,S is the tautological map dropping the points labeled by S c (and stabilizing). Let C be a stable pointed curve.
Varying the moduli of the normalisation of one of the irreducible components (together with its distinguished points), keeping the other components fixed, induces a natural finite map: h : M r,m → M g,n (where r is the geometric genus of the varying component).
The product of these maps over all components of C has image the closed stratum of topological type C. For details see [GKM00] . Semi-ampleness of λ is known in all characteristics. In characteristic p > 0 it is due to Soulé (by a completely different argument). The associated map is to the Satake compactification of A g . ψ i fails to be semi-ample in characteristic zero, see [Keel99] . I claimed the semi-ampleness for p > 0 in [Keel99] , but the proof contains a gap -I use implicitly the fact that for a product of M g i ,n i the boundary is connected, which fails for M 0,4 (in fact this is the only case where it fails). The semi-ampleness of D g,n gives an interesting birational contraction: Let F g,n ⊂ M g,n be the locus of flag curves, i.e. the image map f : M 0,g+n /S g → M g,n induced by gluing on g copies of the pointed rational elliptic curve at g points (which the symmetric group S g ⊂ S g+n permutes). f is the normalization of F g,n . The flag locus is important from several points of view, see e.g. [HarrisMorrison98] , [Logan00] . It is particularly important in the Mori theory of M g,n : By [GKM00,0.7], D g,n is nef and the corresponding face of the (Kleiman) Mori cone is is D ⊥ g,n ∩ N E 1 (M g,n ) = N E 1 (M 0,g+n /S g ).
The face is natural both geometrically and purely combinatorially, and outside of this face the Mori cone is completely known. The semi-ampleness of D g,n means this face can be blowndown.
Corollary. In positive characteristic there is a birational map
q : M g,n → Q g,n such that q(C) is a point iff C is numerically equivalent to a curve in F g,n . The relative Mori cone N E 1 (M g,n /Q g,n ) is naturally identified with N E 1 (M 0,g+n /S g ).
I note some properties of q in §6. By [GKM00] the analog of the assumption in (0.4) holds for any nef line bundle L on M r,M for r ≥ 2. A slight generalization holds for r = 1, namely any L is a tensor product of L S , and I believe (0.4) could be generalised to allow for this. I do not know of a nef line bundle on M 0,M which does not satisfy this generalized condition.
I propose the following: A special case of (0.8):
0.9 Question. Let S be smooth surface over a finite field. Let D be a divisor on S. If D · C > 0 for every irreducible curve C ⊂ S, does it follow that D is ample?
(0.1) has a (to me) surprising consequence. By a map related to L I mean a proper map g : X → Z between algebraic spaces whose exceptional subvarieties (i.e.
the subvarieties W such that dim(W ) > dim g(W )) are precisely the L-exceptional subvarieties. The Stein factorisations of any two related maps are the same, and (if it exists) is called the map associated to L. For elementary functorial properties of the associated map see [Keel99, 1.0] . If L has an associated map we say L is endowed with a map (EWM). A semi-ample line bundle is EWM -the associated map is given by sections of a sufficiently high tensor power, but the converse fails. However: 0.10 Theorem. A nef line bundle on a scheme projective over the algebraic closure of a finite field is semi-ample iff it has a related map.
(0.1) is a formal consequence of the existence of certain pushout diagrams, (0.17) which though technical is I think of independent interest. I will turn to this next. Thanks: I thank James McKernan with whom I discussed many aspects of this paper, and who stimulated my interest by raising the question of whether or not nef and semi-ample are the same over a finite fields; János Kollár, who gave me a counterexample, (5.2), to an overly optimistic version of (0.1); Joe Harris, for inviting me (or more precisely, accepting my self invitation) to Harvard for a year, and Tom Graber, with whom I jointly observed (1.9).
Notations and conventions: Throughout the note all spaces considered are algebraic spaces of finite type over a field k, and all maps are k-linear. I will often replace line bundles by positive tensor powers without remark.
By a contraction we mean a proper map f :
I use the following definitions and conventions of [Keel99] . For a line bundle L on X and a map h :
Pushouts.
Pushout Notation.
We assume we are given (X, L X ), with L X nef, and maps f i : X → X i , i = 1, 2, all spaces proper, and line bundles
Our goal will be to find a commutative diagram
with g 1 , g 2 proper, and a line bundle
for i = 1, 2 and some m > 0. Furthermore we require that L P is ample, or equivalently, by [Keel99,1.0], that g i is a related map for L X i , i = 1, 2. As a shorthand for the existence of this diagram we will say that a polarized pushout for L X 1 , L X 2 , f 1 , f 2 (or just f 1 , f 2 ) exists.
Remarks. If a polarized pushout exists, then L X , L X i are semi-ample. If L X is ample, then f i is finite, and L X i is ample.
By an equivalence relation on a space X we mean an equivalence relation on the k-points of X. We call the relation algebraic if it is the set of k-points of a closed subset R ⊂ X × X.
We say an equivalence relation on X dominates a map f : X → Y if (k-points of) fibres of f are contained in R-equivalence classes. Of course if R is algebraic this holds iff R contains the reduction of X × Y X.
For a map h : W → X, and an equivalence relation R on X by the restriction R| W we mean the relation where w 1 is equivalent to w 2 iff their images are R-equivalent. If R is algebraic this is given by the reduction of (h × h) −1 (R). For a general discussion of equivalence relations see [KeelMori97] .
The following is immediate:
0.13 Definition-Lemma. If f : X → Y is a map and R an equivalence relation on X, then R dominates f iff R is the restriction of an equivalence relation on Y . If f is surjective this equivalence relation is unique, we denote it by R Y . In this case
Note that for a map h : W → X, the restriction of L X -equivalence to W is refined by, but in general coarser than, L W -equivalence. It's convenient to have a variant that is preserved by restriction:
0.14 Definitions. We say that a closed subset R ⊂ X × X is related to a nef line bundle L iff R contains any pair of L-equivalent k points, and p * 2 (L) is numerically trivial on the fibres of the first projection p 1 : R → X.
0.15 Lemma. The following hold for a closed algebraic equivalence relation R ⊂ X ×X, a nef line bundle L on X and a map h : W → X, with X and W proper (over k).
and is the restriction along the associated map of an equivalence relation
Proof.
(1) follows from [BCEKPRSW, 2.4] . (3) is obvious. For (2) note that L-equivalence is defined by (the reduction of) X × Z X X, so obviously R dominates Z X and so is a restriction by (0.13). Now suppose R is related to L, and let G be a connected component of an R-equivalence class. Then L| G is numerically trivial, and so g X (G) is a point. Thus the images of R-equivalence classes are finite, and the result follows, since these are the R Z X equivalence classes (and so the fibres of R Z X under either projection).
The main technical observation of this note is the following: To understand the proof of (0.17) the reader may wish to look first at the proof of the special case (1.9) where the role of the assumptions, especially in light of example (5.2), becomes clear. (0.17) is reduced to (1.9) by a series of formal manipulations of the sort used in [Keel99, §2] , and [Kollár97] .
6 §1 Proof of (0.17).
Lemma. To prove (0.17) in general, it is enough to prove it in the case when
Proof. Suppose (0.17) holds for L X ample. Consider the general case. Note g X i • f i is related to L X and so factors through g X . So we have a a pair maps f
(0.15) and simple set-theoretic considerations imply the assumptions of (1.1) are satisfied for the induced diagram
So by the ample case we have a polarized pushout
with the line bundles pulled back from ample L P on P , and R Z X dominating P . As R is restricted from Z X it dominates P as well, so g ′ i • g X i give the required polarized pushout.
Let f : Y → X be a finite map, with Y quasi-projective. Then the natural inclusion
Proof. By the Leray spectral sequence it's enough to show for each x ∈ X the restriction to the stalk
is trivial. Its enough to show the image of each very ample line bundle, A, is trivial. Choose a section σ of A non-vanishing at any point of (the finite set) f −1 (x), and let Z be the zero locus of σ. Proof. By [Artin70,6.1] a universal pushout exists with the required properties in the category of algebraic spaces. The final claim follows from the claim that precedes it.
Thus it's enough to show that some positive tensor power of L X i descend to P . By the universal property of P (see e.g. [Kollár97, 8.1 .3]) we have an exact sequence of sheaves of Abelian groups
which by (1.3) gives rise to Proof. Assume we have a polarized pushout g 1 , g 2 for h • f i . To obtain the desired polarized pushout we need only show that
Lemma. Assume positive characteristic. Suppose there is a finite universal homeomorphism
(1.7) and [Keel99,2.1] these are achieved after replacing line bundles by powers, and P by a finite universal homeomorphism P → P ′ . Now the final remarks with respect to R follow (as we have only modified the spaces by universal homeomorphism and the conditions on the equivalence relations are set-theoretical).
1.9 Lemma. (0.17) holds over any field assuming X, X i are normal and L X is ample.
Proof. We are free to replace X by a finite cover h : X ′ → X: Since X is normal the kernel of the pullback on Picard groups is torsion, and since X is reduced
is injective for any T , so we can argue as in the proof of (1.8).
Note since R is related to an ample line bundle, either projection R → X is finite. We show first that there is a finite cover h : X ′ → X so that the field extensions for
enough to show the extension K ⊂ K(X) is finite, for then we can take for X ′ the integeral closure of X in the normal closure of K(X) over K. Since R dominates f i any R-invariant open set is the inverse image of its image under f i , so to check the finiteness of K ⊂ K(X) we can replace X by any non-empty R-invariant set, and such sets form a base for the topology, e.g. as either projection R → X is finite. Note also that the finiteness of R → X is preserved by restriction to R-invariant open sets. Thus we can assume X and R are non-singular, and the projections R → X areétale (note R → X cannot have zero derivative, since R embeds in X × X and is invariant under switching factors). Now it follows that R is a finite, free,étale groupoid, and so a geometric quotient by R exists, see e.g. [KeelMori97,4.8,5.1], a finite map q : X → X/R. Since R dominates f i , q factors through f i and so
By (1.5), since inseparable field extensions yield finite universal homeomorphisms, we can assume f i are Galois, thus quotients by finite groups, G 1 , G 2 . Let H be the subgroup of Aut(X) they generate. H is a subgroup of Aut(K(X), K) and so finite.
We can take the geometric quotient P = X/H. Some power of L X will descend to P . R will contain the equivalence relation generated by G 1 , G 2 which is exactly (the reduction of) X × P X.
Proof of (0.17). We prove the result by induction on the dimension of X. By (1.1) we may assume L X is ample. By (1.8) we can assume X is normal. By (1.4) applied to scheme-theoretic images, we may assume f i are surjective and X i reduced. By (1.9) we reduce to the case when f 1 is the normalization: Indeed by (1.9) we have a diagram
with p i the normalization, where the square is a polarized pushout relative to R.
it's enough to construct a polarized pushout h :
and then a polarized pushout of p 2 , h •g 2 , dominated by RX 2 . We write p = f 1 . By definition of conductor, the conductor diagram (1.10)
is a fibre diagram, and a universal pushout, see [Reid94, 21.] (here both maps i are closed embeddings, defined by the conductor ideals). By induction on dimension we have a polarized pushout diagram Further by (1.4) we have a polarized pushout
with i closed embeddings, p finite surjections, which is also a pullback diagram, with X 2 → P an isomorphism outside of f 2 (C). In particular we have a commutative diagram of finite maps C
D − −−− → P and compatible ample L P . Since the conductor diagram is a universal pushout, the composition X → X 2 → P factors through p : X → X 1 . L X 1 descends to L P (after taking powers) by (1.7).
Finally we check this pushout is dominated by R. Suppose x 1 , x 2 ∈ X are distinct points that have the same image in P . We show they are R-equivalent. We may assume f 2 (x 1 ), f 2 (x 2 ) are distinct (or the x i are R-equivalent by assumption). Since p : X 2 → P is an isomorphism outside of f 2 (C), and (*) is a pullback, we have f 2 (x i ) ∈ f 2 (C). So replacing x i by X × X 2 X, and hence R, equivalent points, we can assume x i ∈ C and so R| C equivalent. §2 Proof of (0.1). Proof. If L is semi-ample then clearly the conditions must hold -for R one takes X × Z X X. We prove the other implication by induction on the dimension of X. By there is a polarized pushout
with L ZX (and thus LX ) pulled back from an ample line bundle L P . Since the conductor diagram is a universal pushout, q • gX factors through X. By (1.7), as a Q-line bundle L X is the pullback of L P , thus semi-ample.
equivalence is algebraic and L-equivalence is bounded, then L-equivalence is algebraic.
Proof. Let m be the bound for X. Let S ′ ⊂ W × W define L W equivalence, and let S ⊂ X × X be its image. Clearly the k-points of S are contained in the union of L-equivalent pairs. Note that if x 1 , x 2 ∈ C and C · L = 0 for irreducible C, then (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ S, since we can lift C to an L W -trivial irreducible curve. So by assumption,
x, y are L-equivalent iff we can find x = x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m = y with (x i , x i+1 ) ∈ S. Its clear this defines a closed subset of X × X.
Proof of (0.1). Immediate from (2.2 -2.3). §3 Semi-ampleness on M g,n .
Assumptions Global to §3 Throughout this section L is a nef line bundle on M g,n . Note that M g,n , its stratification by topological type, the strata, their normalisations, and product decompositions of all strata, are all defined over Z, [DeligneMumford69] .
Throughout this section we work over k = F p -all spaces are defined over k and all maps are k-linear.
We follow the notation of [GKM00] for strata and product decompositions. In addition: For a stable pointed curve [E] ∈ M g,n , we write X E for the unique strata containing [E] in its interior. In various notations we will replace X E by E, e.g. we will sometimes write P E for the product decomposition P X E .
The goal here is to give a necessary and sufficient condition for L to be semi-ample.
We will use (0.1), and (3.5) below, and so look for an algebraic equivalence relation R related to L (see (0.14) for a reminder of the definition of related). As the argument is a bit technical, let me begin by sketching the general philosophy:
If one can guess the set theoretic fibres of the associated map, then one can write down (a candidate) R directly. For example, for λ, the associated map is to moduli of Let X ⊂ M g,n be a stratum such that L P X is semi-ample, for some product decomposition
where the right hand side uses the notation of the first paragraph. There is an induced map q :
Proof. The claim of the first paragraph is obvious. For the second, let C be the topological type corresponding to to X, and Γ its combinatorial dual graph, where the vertices are labeled by the genera and the marked points of C are indicated by labeled edges (here by a combinatorial graph I mean two sets, one the vertices, the other the edges, together with all the incident data of a topological graph). P X is a product of factors M g i ,n i , one for each vertex, determined by ordering the vertices of Γ, and then for each vertex, the collection of unlabeled incident edges. H = Aut(Γ) acts naturally on P X and the quotient isX, the normalisation of X. See e.g. [HainLooijenga97, §4] , or (in different notation) [GraberPandharipanda, §A] . The quotient of the interior of P X is X 0 . H preserves L P X , since it is pulled back from X, and so acts on (Z P X , L Z P X ), with quotient ZX . This induces a map q :X → Q Z P X . The choices here were the ordering in the construction of P X . Clearly the isomorphism class of (Z P X , L Z P X ), and thus, by the first paragraph, (Q X , q) are independent of these choices.
Notation.
Suppose that F is a degeneration of the stable pointed curve E. Let E → E be the normalisation and P E → X E a corresponding product decomposition.
There is a corresponding partial normalisationF → F , and a decomposition ofF as a union of connected (not necessarily irreducible) marked curves, each a degeneration of a component ofẼ. This gives a product decomposition P F → X F and a factorisation P F → P E which is itself the product of the product decompositions for the strata given by the connected components ofF .
A main technical point in the proof of (3.4) will be to identify Q E and Q F for Lequivalent [E] and [F ] , when F is a degeneration of E as in (3.1). We formalize the requirements as follows:
Compatibility Condition.
Let X E ⊂ M g,n be the stratum corresponding to the topological type of a stable pointed curve E. We say (3.2) holds for X = X E if the following hold: Let P X → X be a product decomposition. There is a contraction p : P X → W with the following properties:
(1) L P X is pulled back from W . (2) p contracts any L P X -exceptional subvariety not contained in the boundary.
(4) Assume (3) holds and L P E is semi-ample. Note since p * (O P E ) = p * (O F ) = O W there are naturally induced isomorphisms between the polarised varieties
We require that under the induced canonical isomorphism S ⊂ N such that
Proof. Everything decomposes in an obvious way into components of the product decomposition, so it's enough to consider the case when E is irreducible, and so P E has only a single factor,
is the stabilisation of (F , S) . From the definition of stabilisation, if this holds then there is a unique irreducible componentF S ofF such that: each connected component ofF \F S meets S in at most one point,F S is smooth,F \F S is a tree of smooth rational curves, andF S is the underlying curve ofẼ. Further the condition thatẼ, S is the stabilisation ofF , S has only to do with the topological typesF andẼ and so if some interior point of P E has the same image under p as a point of P F this holds for every interior point. Thus P F → M r,S is surjective. Note in this case the stratum XF ⊂ M r,N is normal, equal to its product decomposition, P F , and is a product of M r,S∪T with a product of M 0,N i , where T ⊂ N \ S are the labels onF S , and under this identification XF → M r,S is a contraction, the composition of projection onto the M r,S∪T factor with the natural contraction M r,S∪T → M r,S , whence (3.2.3). Since L P F and L P E are pulled back from L W = L S , along contractions, the images of the associated maps ( Z P F , Z P E , and Z W ) are isomorphic polarised varieties. Thus Q F and Q E are canonically identified by (1) L-equivalence is bounded and r * (L) is semi-ample for
the natural map given by the rational locus, or
Proof. We induct on the dimension of M g,n . It's clear that the assumptions apply to h * (L) for any component of a proper stratum, thus L P X is by induction semi-ample for the product decomposition of any proper stratum. Note case (1) is vacuous if g = 0.
We can assume that L is big and E(L) ⊂ ∂M g,n -by [GKM00,0.9] if g ≥ 1, and otherwise by (2) applied to the entire space. So by (0.3) it's enough to show that Lequivalence is bounded. This completes the proof for (1), so we can assume then we have (2). Note (3.3) holds by [GKM00] and (3.4.2). Thus (3.2) holds for every proper stratum.
We define two pointed curves F, E, corresponding to boundary points of M g,n to be R-equivalent if the polarised varieties Z P F and Z P E are isomorphic, and [F ] and [E] have the same image in Q E = Q F under the map of (3.0). For points in the interior of M g,n we make R-equivalence the identity. R is clearly an equivalence relation on the set of closed points.
Choose a product decomposition for each stratum and let P be their disjoint union. Let X be the disjoint union of interiors of all strata. Let Q be the disjoint union of M g,n together with the disjoint union of Q X , one for each isomorphism class of polarised varieties Z P X . There is a map P → Q which by (3.0) induces a map X → Q. R is by definition the set of closed points of
Let R be the image of
By construction R ⊂ R and obviously R is closed (we will not need to know whether or not it's an equivalence relation). Since L| P is pulled back from Q and P → M g,n is finite, it follows that p * 2 (L) is numerically trivial on fibres of the first projection R → M g,n : Any fibre of the first projection R → M g,n is the union of images of finitely many fibres of the first projection P × Q P → P, and thus of finitely many fibres of P → Q. L P is numerically trivial on fibres of P → Q.
Thus by (3.5) below it's enough to show L equivalence is a refinement of R (for then R is related to L) and for this, since R is an equivalence relation, it's enough to Proof. We can replace X by any contractionX → X, so may assume X is projective. It's enough by (1.7) to show L is pulled back from Z. We can work in the Neron-Severi group, and thus to check the required equality its enough to check the intersection with a given subcurve C ⊂ X. We can replace Z be the image of C and everything else by the obvious pullbacks. We can replace X by a general hyperplane containing C, so long as g has fibre dimension at least 2 (for then the restriction of g to the hyperplane still has connected fibres).
So we can assume X has dimension at most two and Z a curve. Its enough to show L is semi-ample, for then, since g has connected fibres, the associated map will factor through g. And by (0.1) for this we can replace X by a connected component of a desingularisation. Any nef line bundle on a curve is semi-ample (over a finite field) so the next result applies:
For the next lemma we allow arbitrary base field.
4.4 Lemma. Let p : S → C be a map from an irreducible non-singular projective surface to a normal curve. Let L be a nef, p-numerically trivial line bundle. c 1 (L) is pulled back from C.
Proof. We can assume p is surjective, otherwise L is numerically trivial and the result is obvious. Then apply the next lemma with β the class of a general fibre and γ = c 1 (L). Proof. This is immediate from the hodge index theorem. Indeed suppose γ · β = 0.
Proof of 4.1. Note L-equivalence is algebraic. Thus by (0.1) we can replace X by any proper surjection. In particular we can assume X is normal and irreducible. We induct on the dimension of X. Let g : X → Z be the map associated to L.
Suppose first the relative dimension is at least 2. Let Y ⊂ X be an ample hypersurface. Y → Z is a surjection with connected fibres and thus is (up to universal homeomorphism) the associated map for L Y . Thus by induction L Y is pulled back from Z and we can apply (4.2).
Suppose next that g is birational. Then L is big. L| E(L) is semi-ample by induction, so L is semi-ample by [Keel99] .
So we can assume g has relative dimension one.
Let Y ′ ⊂ X be a general hyperplane, and let Y → Y ′ be a finite cover so the (finite) show that L Z Y is pulled back from Z and so it's enough to show (the isomorphism class of) this line bundle is preserved by G. Its enough to check this inside the Neron-Severi group, and so enough to check that
for a given γ ∈ G and irreducible C ⊂ Z Y . Thus we can replace Z by the image of C, and everything else by the obvious pullbacks. Its enough to show L Z Y is pulled back from Z and so by (1.7) enough to show that L is pulled back from Z, and so since g has connected fibres, enough to show L is semi-ample. I.e. it's enough to prove (4.1)
assuming from the start that Z is a curve. Now retracing the original argument we reduce to the case X an irreducible normal surface, and Z a normal curve. We can replace X by a desingularisation, and apply (4.4).
4.6 Corollary. Let g : X → Z be a contraction between schemes projective over a finite field. Let L be a nef g-numerically trivial line bundle. L is pulled back from Z.
Proof. Note if L is semi-ample then its associated map will factor through g. We may replace L ⊗ A for A ample on Z, so can assume in addition that any L-exceptional subvariety is g exceptional. Thus the result follows from the next proposition.
4.7 Proposition. Let g : X → Z be a map between algebraic spaces complete over a finite field. Let L be a nef, g-numerically trivial line bundle on X such that every
Proof. By (4.1) its enough to show L is EWM. We induct on the dimension of X. As in the proof of (4.2) we can assume X is projective. Note L will be EWM iff g is a related map, and this holds iff any g-exceptional subvariety of X is L-exceptional. By induction this holds for proper subvarieties, so we can assume X itself is contracted, and need only show X is L-exceptional, i.e. L is not big. This follows from Kodaira's lemma, see e.g. [Keel99, 1.7] . §5 counter examples.
We begin with a general construction. Let f i : X → X i , L X i be as in ( 
Proof. Let g : Y → Z be the map associated to L Y . Note π X i is the map associated to g| Y i thus g| Y i factors through π X i . In particular the finite map g| X : X → Z factors through f 1 and through f 2 , and is thus a pushout for f 1 , f 2 . If L Y is pulled back from L Z , then the pushout is polarised. Proof (Kollár) . Suppose
Lemma (Kollár
with f 1 (T ), f 2 (T ) and g 1 (T ), g 2 (T ) (pairwise) relatively prime. It follows that f 1 (T p + T p−1 ), f 2 (T p + T p−1 ) and g 1 (T p−1 ), g 2 (T p−1 ) are (pairwise) relatively prime. Then we can find such an equality without denominators. Choose f and g of minimal positive degree so that f (T p + T p−1 ) − g(T p−1 ) is linear, say aT + b. We can absorb b into f , and assume b = 0. Differentiating (and using characteristic p) we see that
is constant. We conclude that a = 0, and so (by minimality of degree) f ′ = g ′ = c is constant. Thus f (T ) = F p (T ) + cT , g(T ) = G p (T ) + cT , and we have
is linear, contradicting the minimality.
Now take X = X 1 = X 2 = P 1 and L X i = O(1), and f 1 , f 2 the endomorphisms of (5.2). The construction of (5.1) gives a non semi-ample line bundle on a surface defined over a finite field whose restriction to the normalisation is semi-ample. §6 Some properties of q. Proof. Let D = D g,n . Let W ∈ Pic (M g,n ) be a divisor whose restriction to F g,n is numerically trivial. By (0.5.1) it is enough to show that a multiple of W is pulled back from Q. We can replace W by dD + W for any d > 0. So by [GKM00, 4.3, 4 .7] we can assume W is nef and q-numerically trivial. Now apply (4.6).
One can check by [GKM00,4.8] that q 1,n : M 1,n → Q 1,n has divisorial exceptional locus, the union of the boundary divisors other than δ irr and the δ 0,{i,j} . By (6.1) it follows that Q 1,n is Q-factorial and the images of the δ 0,{i,j} together with δ irr are a basis of Pic (Q 1,n ) Q . On the other hand q g,0 is a small contraction.
In any case Pic (Q g,n ) will contain many interesting classes, e.g. λ, δ irr and the Brill-Noether subspace, see [Logan00, §3].
I do not know whether or not D g,n is semi-ample in characteristic zero. By [GKM00,4.8] the D g,n -equivalence classes are unirational, so perhaps the associated map can even be constructed by the right sequence of log Mori contractions.
